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Sheekotur and others The altar is called ' deroo ' * and
usually takes the form of a small terrace in the interior of
the house, which supports a little wooden image painted red,
and is covered with a canopy These persons, when at enmity
with any one, frequently threaten to send their ' deroo ' to his
house Even if no threat be employed, it is commonly believed
that the Mata of a person who owns a ' deroo ' is sure to take
vengeance upon his enemies The house to which a ' deroo '
has been sent rocks as if shaken with an earthquake, the tiles
clatter, the stalled beasts tremble, and the householder himself
is violently agitated by the Devee Something of this kind
then follows The bystanders isk. the possessed who he is ? he,
convulsed, and throwing lus limbs wildly about, cries out,
' I am Sheekotur, and have been sent here by Bechureeo
4 Koolee—if amends be made to Bechureeo, and he call me
' back, I will go, otherwise I will take the lives of all the
' people in the house and destroy all the cattle ' Bechuieeo
is sent for, and told to demand whatever he will, but to call
off the ' deroo ' Bechureeo now begins to be possessed him-
self , he lights a piece of rag, saturated with oil, and waves it
' nooram, to prove the slander by Respondents, and that, in consequence
(of that report, caste dinners which had been proposed had not taken
' place, as stated in the plaint, and dismissed fourteen other witnesses
' to the same point, whose evidence was not required by him, these two
'having, in his opinion, proved the point Appellant further called
' four other witnesses to prove that the Bwngeed who beat the torn torn did
' not come into the house, but beat it outside, and never threw water on his
1 (Appellant's) wife, who was the s-ick person, so that the house could not
' have been pottitted The Assistant Judge considered this evidence
' sufficient to this point, he therefore, dismissed the other two witnesses
' which Appellant had in attendance, and gave judgment, that Appellant
* had proved the defamation of his character, and, further, that there
' were no grounds for such defamation, as no act of exorcism alone was
' sufficient to occasion estrangement from caste, he, therefore, in con
' sideration of the defamation and Appellant's loss of dinner, awarded
' rupees 99 damages with all costs, and dismissed the witnesses which
' Respondents had summoned to prove the negative of the plaint, as
' the Court considered them unnecessary'
This decree of the Assistant Judge was reversed by the Judge, but,
in substance, ultimately upheld by the Court of Appeal, which (a. d
1832} awarded the Plaintiff one rupee damages and all costs.
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